Abstract Database systems allow for concurrent use of several applications (and query interfaces). Each application generates an "optimal" plan-a sequence of low-level database operators-for accessing the database. The queries posed by users through the same application can be optimized together using traditional multi-query optimization techniques. However, the commonalities among queries of different applications are not exploited. In this paper we present an efficient inter-application multi-query optimizer that re-uses previously computed (intermediate) results and eliminates redundant work. Experimental results on a single CPU system and a parallel system show that the inter-application multi-query optimizer improves the query evaluation performance significantly.
Introduction
Much effort has been spent on designing and implementing algorithms for database query optimization. Almost all current query optimizers are targeted at finding the best (or at least a good) execution plan for a single query at a time [SAC + 79, IK90, GLPK94, VM96] . This is a reasonable approach for ad-hoc querying and traditional applications firing isolated, but rather complex queries at a time.
Modern database applications, such as data mining, however, strongly interact with the DBMS by sending a stream of query batches. This stream typically reflects a kind of navigation through the solution space of the data mining algorithms. Its batches consist of rather simple queries to be solved. Depending on the results of one step-consisting of a single query, or of a set of queriesan interactive user or an automated mining algorithm decides how to proceed. Typically, only a few parameters are changed in order to have a closer, i.e., more detailed look at a certain part of the database. Hence, it is very likely that subsequent data mining steps are similar and can easily benefit from re-using previously created intermediate results. This property can be used by applications to optimize access to a database at the cost of replicating parts of the query optimizer code within each application.
Further, data mining systems are typically multi-user systems, i.e., several users operate on the same database via the same or different mining applications.
This work has been supported by the HPCN-CONQUER project.
Although the users act independently, formulating different queries, it is not unusual that the database system has to execute identical basic (but expensive) operations several times to satisfy the different requests. Unfortunately, this property cannot be exploited by a single product/application, as it is outside its scope of control.
Obviously, there are two sources of optimization that can be exploited if multiple queries are considered: re-use of previously calculated (and cached) intermediate results and elimination of redundant work. This calls for a new type of inter-application multi-query optimizer that is able to detect and exploit such optimization opportunities in a stream of individually optimized queries that originate from various applications.
The issue itself, multi-query optimization (MQO), has received limited attention in the database research community. As query optimization was shown to be NP-complete [IK84, SM97] it is not surprising that the problem of MQO is also NP-complete [SG90] . MQO can therefor only be achieved using heuristics [Jar85] or probabilistic techniques.
Early works [Fin82, Sel88] show that ad hoc queries can benefit from using materialized results generated by earlier queries, even if only equivalent expressions are considered. The savings can be considerable when compared to single query processing. Shim et al. [SSN94] propose improved heuristics to search for the global optimum in the state space that models all alternatives for evaluating a batch of queries. Chakravarthy and Minker [CM86] use a multi-query graph for representing multiple SPJ queries. Again, heuristics are used to identify common subexpressions and transform the graph into an evaluation strategy without applying a search algorithm. Chen and Dunham [CD98] improve these heuristics by, o.a., considering partial overlapping selection predicates.
All previous work on MQO considered a single application which allows for a unified query abstraction level to perform common subexpression elimination. However, a multi-query optimizer at the inter-application level, as we study in this paper, cannot take advantage of these techniques.
In [RC88, AR92] , frameworks for analyzing the MQO problem are proposed. One of the issues addressed is that each type of (multi) query optimization should be done at the appropriate level of abstraction -e.g., one level for determining the appropriate join order and one to determine the join implementation. Furthermore, they point out that a multi-query optimizer should at least perform as well as a single query optimizer. Illustrative for this approach is the paper [KDB94] , where the MQO is done at the algorithm-level to exploit the re-use of (temporary) hash tables.
In this paper we introduce a novel architecture to bring inter-application query-optimizer back into the mainstream of research. The prime innovation is to organize the query optimization problem into three tiers: Strategic optimization, Tactical optimization and Operational optimization. At each tier, different sources of optimization are exploited. The strategic tier uses the application (-model) knowledge, such as foreign-key dependencies, semantic integrity constraints, and user-application focus to derive a query execution plan. The tactical optimizer is geared at balancing the resources amongst competing queries. This involves both recognition of commonalities amongst (interand intra-application) requests and methods to exploit potential parallelism and replication at the database back-ends.
The operational optimizer decides at run time which is the most suitable algorithm for performing low-level database operation, e.g., it chooses between a hash join or a nested loops join. Also the re-use of dynamically created hash tables is done at this level.
In this paper, we present a multi-query optimizer for the middle tier (tactical optimization) that is focused on but not limited to query workloads generated by a specific, commercial data mining application. The optimizer keeps a history of calculated intermediate results to re-use them in subsequent queries and it detects common subexpressions of multiple queries to avoid redundant work.
Section 2 provides a short overview of the system and our focal data mining product. Section 3 illustrates by an extensive example the opportunities for interand intra-application in a data mining context. Section 4 reports on the results obtained using the DD Benchmark, a metric for judging the capabilities of a DBMS for interactive data mining. We conclude with a short outlook on the extensions planned for the tactical optimizer.
System Architecture
Our system architecture in depicted in Figure 1 to communicate with the back-end engine. Each application first optimizes its query individually on a logical level, e.g., algebraic operators are re-ordered to minimize the data volume to be handled. Then, the application translates each query into a sequence of MIL statements.
Our multi-query optimizer is placed between the applications and Monet. It takes the unified stream of MIL statements from the applications as input and produces an optimized stream of MIL statements to be sent to Monet for execution. We will describe the multi-query optimizer in detail in Section 3.
Monet
Monet is a main-memory database kernel developed at CWI. It is targeted at achieving high performance on query-intensive workloads, such as created by OLAP or data mining applications. Monet uses the Decomposed Storage Model (DSM) [CK85] , storing each column of a relational table in a separate binary table, called a Binary Association Table (BAT) . A BAT is represented in memory as an array of fixed-size two-field records [OID,value], or Binary UNits (BUN). The OIDs in the left column are unique per original relational tuple, i.e., they link all BUNs that make up a original relational tuple (cf. Figure 2) . The major advantage of the DSM is that it minimizes I/O and memory access costs for column-wise data access which occurs frequently in OLAP and data mining workloads [BRK98, BMK99] .
Data Surveyor
Most existing data mining tools employ specialized data structures and algorithms to manipulate mass data outside the DBMS. Data Surveyor of Data Distilleries, however, integrates data mining with a DBMS using a 3-tier architecture:
GUIs taking the form of Java applets. Apart from a powerful expert data mining interface, Data Surveyor provides pre-cooked user interfaces tailored to special end-user requirements. Data Mining Kernel containing tens of data-mining specific algorithms. This component directs the data mining operations and translates a data mining task into multiple DBMS queries. DBMS back-end can be all SQL-speaking commercial (parallel) DBMSs. Further, Monet can be used as high-performance back-end.
To facilitate the translation of a data mining task into DBMS queries, the Data Mining Kernel uses a unique algorithmic framework that decomposes data mining algorithms in three orthogonal dimensions:
-a modeling language for expressing hypotheses, -a quality function for testing the quality of a hypotheses, and -a search strategy for looking for interesting hypotheses.
DD Benchmark
The Drill Down Benchmark (short: DD Benchmark) is designed to measure DBMS performance on a typical data mining query load. The benchmark is formulated as a typical data mining task, which in turn is translated into DBMS queries. The mining task mimics a customer loyalty application, a common and prototypical data mining problem. In this task, a company wants to find profiles for (un)reliable groups of customers.
The DD Benchmark uses decision rules as the modeling language to describe such customers, where the rules are simple conjunctions of selections on the attributes of the mining table. The quality of such rules is expressed as a confidence interval and a beam-search algorithm is used to find interesting hypotheses.
The mining table contains 1 million customer records, consisting of 100 attributes. Six attributes play a role in the mining task. A detailed description of the DD Benchmark is available in [BRK98] .
Multi-Query Optimizer
In this Section, we present an overview of the multi-query optimization facilities embodied by our prototype optimizer.
Concept
Our optimizer mainly focuses on the following optimization potentials: elimination of common (sub-)expressions Especially in a data mining scenario, it is very likely that several queries to the same database will shared at least some subexpressions. On a shared-memory multi-processor machine, for instance, a multithreaded Monet engine can evaluate multiple independent MIL statements concurrently. Our optimizer takes care of that by identifying independent statements and scheduling them for concurrent execution.
Example
As a simple example, consider a relation "customer" with four attributes ("gender","age","marital","reliable") and the following four SQL queries taken from the DD Benchmark. Besides selections, the queries contain groupings and aggregations, the most frequent tasks in data mining. In Monet, the relation is stored in five BATs: "C gender", "C age", "C marital", and "C reliable". The SQL queries translate to the following four MIL programs. The "Vij" are variables that store the materialized intermediate results. The "histogram" operation creates a histogram of the tail values of a BAT. It returns a BAT with each distinct tail value of the input in its head column and the number of occurances of that value in its tail column. Applied on a cross-table, the histogram calculates the group sizes.
Q1:
The "print" operation finally performs a multi-BAT equi-join on the head columns, printing a multi-column table consisting of the respective tail columns. In our example, "print" creates the required query result, a table that consists of the grouping attributes and the group sizes.
The operations "CTgroup(C age)", "CTgroup(C marital)", "select(C gender,'f')", and "select(C gender,'m')" occur twice creating pairwise identical results V11≡V31, V21≡V41, V12≡V22, and V32≡V42. Hence, "semijoin(C reliable,V12)" and "semijoin(C reliable,V22)" are identical as well as "semijoin(C reliable,V32)" and "semijoin(C reliable,V42)". The multi-query optimizer has to detect these commonalities and avoid redundant work.
Implementation
The optimizer takes a stream of MIL statements as input. This stream is the merged output of several applications (or multiple mining threads) and contains a set of queries, each optimized in isolation. The optimizer stores the queries in a dependency graph. Each distinct MIL statement makes up a node of the graph. The nodes are connected by directed edges representing the data dependencies between the nodes (i.e., the MIL statements). Hence, the dependency graph forms a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Figure 3 shows the dependency graph for our simple example. The equivalent operations are identified and mapped to a single node.
Elimination of Common Subexpressions
Parallelization When the execution engine becomes idle, the optimizer scans the dependency graph for independent statements to be executed next. Independent statements are nodes that depend only on persistent BATs or on intermediate results already calculated. In other words, independent statements are ready to be evaluated immediately. For each independent node, the optimizer checks whether there is a linear path starting at the independent node, whose nodes successively become independent as soon as their very predecessor in the path is executed. If such a path exists, all nodes of that path (including the original independent node) are gathered into a single task. Otherwise, the task consists only of the original node. All statements within a task are evaluated sequentially according to their dependencies. Gathering linear paths into sequential tasks ensures that intermediate results are used as soon as possible and preferably by the same thread/CPU that created them. Parallelism is exploited by sending several/all independent tasks to the execution engine to be evaluated concurrently, each by a separate thread.
The grey-shadings in Figure 3 depict sequential tasks and parallel blocks. The optimized MIL program is given in 
Experiments
To analyze the benefits of multi-query optimization in a data mining scenario, we run experiments using the DD Benchmark [BRK98] . The DD Benchmark creates a typical Data Mining workload. It consists of 5 batches of queries, 133 queries altogether. All queries perform selections, groupings, and aggregations on a subset of the attributes of a single relational table. The query batches mimic the behavior of a beam-search algorithm to generate decision trees.
To run the DD Benchmark against the Monet database, we use the MIL programs as generated by Data Distilleries' mining tool Data Surveyor. In this form, the whole DD Benchmark consists of some 1200 MIL statements altogether. The results show, that our optimizer is able to detect overlap among the queries and eliminate common subexpressions (i.e., redundant work) efficiently. The total optimization overhead is approximately 400 milliseconds, i.e., negligible. The improvements increase with each additional batch of queries, as the execution can then benefit from re-using previously calculated intermediate results. In batch 4, the number of instructions that is actually executed is reduced by factor 5.1, the elapsed time it even reduced by factor 17.3. The overall improvement for the whole benchmark is factor 3.7. We ran the same experiments on an SGI Origin2000 with 24 MIPS R12000 CPUs (300 MHz) and 48 GB of main memory. Table 2 shows the results using a single-threaded Monet server. The improvements are similar to those on the PC. Table 3 depicts the results using a multi-threaded Monet server, i.e., using parallel execution. In the non-optimized version, each query forms a sequential task. All queries within one batch are independent and can be evaluated concurrently. With increasing degree of parallelism, the improvement of the optimized version over the non-optimized version slightly decreases. The reason being that most improvement is gained from the fact that several statements can re-use an intermediate result that is created only once. The Origin2000 is a ccNUMA machine with distributed shared memory. Thus, memory access costs differ significantly between local and remote memory access. With higher parallelism, it becomes more likely, that a thread re-uses a result that has been created by another thread, and is hence stored on another (remote) CPU board. But even with 9 threads, the improvement is still factor 2.5.
Finally, Figures 5 and 6 show the speedup curves for the non-optimized and the optimized version, respectively. Both figures show 6 speedup curves, 5 of them representing the individual performance of each batch and the last one representing the overall performance.
In both cases, batch 0 and batch 1 show rather limited speedup. This is due to the fact that the two batches contain only 7, respectively 6, queries. The other batches consist of more that 30 queries each, i.e., there is sufficient . Although there is sufficient potential for parallelism, the extra costs for remote memory access limit the achievable speedup on a ccNUMA machine.
Conclusion and future research
In this paper, we showed that data mining applications provide some inter-query optimization potentials that traditional query optimizers cannot exploit. We proposed and implemented an application-independent inter-application multiquery optimizer. The optimizer avoids redundant work by eliminating common subexpressions and re-using cached intermediate results. Performance experiments with the Drill Down Benchmark showed, that the optimizer yields significant improvements of up to factor 4, while causing hardly any optimization overhead.
The architecture provides an outlook on the novel three-tier optimization scheme under development for the Monet DBMS. The underlying hypothesis is that by breaking the optimizer into distinct tiers, we can both simplify the optimization process at each level and further benefit from the inter-and intraapplication dependencies. This approach has already been shown beneficial at the operational level in [BK95, BK99] and at the tactical level in this paper.
The research agenda for the tactical optimizer includes the following nearterm extensions:
cache management Main memory capacity-although constantly growingis not unlimited. Hence, the result cache will exceed (real) main memory capacity, eventually. To prevent this, cache management is necessary to decide when and which (old) results to discard in order to create space for new results. We plan to investigate several strategies, mainly focusing on taking into account the costs for (re-) creating the results and the benefits of keeping certain results. re-using supersets Currently, the optimizer is limited to identify and re-use equivalent intermediate results, only. Additionally, it is also beneficial to re-use the smallest superset of a requested intermediate result in case the equivalent result is not available, provided that using the superset is cheaper that using the original persistent BAT. pattern rewriting Finally, we will extend the optimizer with 'peephole optimization rules' to detect certain patterns in the MIL sequence, respectively in the dependency graph, in order to replace them with less expensive ones. This approach releases the applications from taking care of any tactical optimization. Instead, applications only need to generate straightforward MIL code. The tactical optimizer then takes care of optimizing the code before actually executing it. In particular, when the Monet engine is extended by a new operator that implements a sequence of operators more efficiently, it will enable arbitrary applications to use the new implementation, without changing the applications; the application even doesn't have to know about the existence of the new operator.
In general, many of the decisions that have to be taken by these extensions at run time cannot be formulated as static rules or heuristics. Hence, we will provide the optimizer with the required cost information to support its decisions.
